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Ha-Joon Chang, the well-known Korean development economist who 
authored this report, argues that industrial policy is necessary for 
African governments because the growth that some countries have 
achieved in recent years has been largely based on commodity 
exporting. As he points out, no state has been able to create and 
sustain a high level of national income (apart from small oil-rich Gulf 
states or entrepôts) without having first built a significantly-sized 
manufacturing sector. It is industrial policy that enables a government 
to take the actions required to create that sector. A great deal of 
nonsense has been spoken about industrial policy, mostly by people 
trying to explain away for ideological reasons the role of the state in 
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promoting economic development and enacting state-level 
developmental goals. Chang has calmly dissected these arguments in 
the past and uses this current opportunity to outline the current state of 
industrial policy thinking, while linking this to the particular issues 
affecting African governments: 

“Establishing the right political base requires a Government to 
have an embedded autonomy that invests in solutions rooted 
in the needs of its society while having the conviction to 
execute ‘best fit’ policies (p.4).” 

While all developing countries face some similar problems, the 
specific historical, geographic and political factors that affect each 
country call for individual policy mixes (which is not to say that there 
are ‘meta-structural’ factors that explain the economic trajectory of 
African states as a whole). This is because: “… all economies – in 
whichever continent they are – at low levels of development look 
rather similar to each other, due to the lack of specialization and 
diversification in the production structure, which then leads to high 
degrees of homogeneity in occupational structures, social 
organizations, and lifestyles (p.8).”  

After an introductory chapter, Chapter 2 is concerned with “From 
African Growth Tragedy to ‘Africa Rising-’ Debunking the Myths” 
and outlines the reasons why African countries have struggled to grow 
in the past but are now at the stage of preparing to unleash the so-
called African lions (after the Asian tigers) on the world. Some of this 
requires quite straightforward analysis of the type which has made 
him a prominent academic figure and, indeed, something of a public 
intellectual. For example, he points out that many countries are 
landlocked and this represents a barrier to growth, while at least some 
of those demographic characteristics of a society that were once 
claimed to hold back economic growth are now celebrated as 
contributing to creativity. Ethnic diversity and climate, which were 
once thought to hinder economic growth in one way, are now thought 
to act in quite a different way. Chang tellingly points out that, no more 
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than a century or two ago, observers from the then advanced countries 
looked at both Germany and Japan and found numerous cultural, 
historical and societal reasons why they would supposedly always be 
lagging behind in economic terms. His own home country has also 
received the contempt of the west, with no less a personage than 
Beatrice Webb describing “degraded, sullen, lazy … savages … 
[living in] … filthy, mud huts (p.14).” 

The next section discusses the reasons for the more optimistic view of 
Africa’s prospects that has emerged in recent years. These include the 
more pluralistic and open political regimes that have become possible 
in the post-Cold War and post-apartheid period, the significant drop in 
the level of violence across the continent, the lessons learned from the 
policy mistakes of the 1960s and 1970s and the spread of a 
technological revolution personified by mobile telephones and 
convenient internet access. In addition, social indicators have 
improved as disease and poverty have been tackled and infrastructure 
developed, while demographic variables suggest more positive growth 
in the future. However, Chang observes that growth has been uneven, 
less than had been observed elsewhere and not always obviously 
sustainable. This is because the growth that has been achieved has 
relied principally upon extractive industries. To achieve the kind of 
protracted, sustainable growth that is desired should be based on 
manufacturing, since that opens possibilities for adding value in 
production, attracting inward investment and fostering technology 
transfer and industrial deepening. This argument then leads to the 
main part of the book, which is an analysis of the type of industrial 
policy that might help in encouraging the development of such a 
sector, which offers particular benefits because “… thanks to the fact 
that it lends itself much more easily to mechanization and chemical 
processing than do other types of economic activities, the 
manufacturing sector has faster productivity growth than agriculture 
or services (p.31).” It also helps in the diffusion of technology 
throughout the economy as a whole, from distribution to retail to 
after-sales service. 
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In terms of the arguments for industrial policy, Chang divides these 
into interdependence arguments (demand complementarities, 
externalities and coordination of competing investments), capabilities 
arguments (regulation of direct technology imports and support for 
small and medium-sized enterprises) and risk and uncertainty (the 
‘deepest pocket’ argument, under-writing downside risk and under-
writing workers’ risk). These arguments inform the design and 
implementation of appropriate policies. This section, like the others, is 
studded with examples of Chang’s knowledge of suitable examples 
ranging widely in time and space and these help to overcome the 
problem witnessed in the past that proponents of industrial policy 
have employed a theoretically-impoverished discourse that means 
they have been unable to elucidate the full range of benefits that can 
be provided and permitting ideological opponents to dismiss such 
discourse on the basis of assertion only. 

Chapter 4 then describes actual examples of industrial policy from 
various countries in the past and present. Acknowledging that no case 
study can exist as a model directly to be emulated, Chang makes the 
claim that case studies do provide useful interpretations of theoretical 
arguments and can act as part of a bank of knowledge: 

“… we deliberately present a wide range of cases – from 
Britain in the 18th century to today’s Rwanda, from the 
electronics industry to the salmon industry – in order to free 
the policy imagination of developing country (especially 
African) industrial policy-makers. Real-life policy 
experiences are based on policy options that simply cannot be 
imagined purely on theoretical bases (p.59).” 

The conclusion to this chapter include the awareness that long-run 
economic success critically depends on the development of productive 
capabilities, for countries at earlier stages of economic development, 
the development of these capabilities requires that the country defies 
comparative advantage and promotes infant industries and that the 
experiences of successful economies demonstrates that there are many 
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paths to achieving those productive capabilities (p.110). The tools that 
can be used to reach these goals include: tariffs and trade restrictions; 
subsidies; coordination of complementary or competing investments; 
licensing policies; formal and informal regulation of foreign direct 
investment; use of state-operated enterprises, state-run venture capital 
or state equity participation in private sector firms; government 
procurement policies; establishment of public agencies and public-
private partnerships; promotion of industrial clusters, private sector 
joint ventures and cooperatives and the strategic use of patent laws 
and intellectual property rights legislation. The fifth chapter discusses 
means of selecting and implementing suitable policy regimes using 
these tools in the contemporary environment in which the World 
Trade Organization’s rules are among the many bilateral and 
multilateral arguments that now constrain the acts that states may take, 
while the rise of global value chains has further contributed to the so-
called shrinking policy space available to states. 

Chang outlines the impact of these changes, noting the numerous trade 
agreements in place (and assuming, perhaps, no state would behave so 
recklessly as to try to exit such arrangements) and indicating where 
action is still possible. He also discusses how countries can benefit 
from introducing global value chains (as China has done) and guiding 
investment into preferred sectors and activities. His final conclusion is 
that knowledge is power (p.164). That is, developing country policy-
makers have been more or less obliged to accept Washington 
Consensus-style solutions to economic problems for lack of awareness 
of the many alternatives available to them. With this report, those 
policy-makers will find themselves and their countries much 
empowered. 

John Walsh, Shinawatra University 


